
Letters to Juliet is a movie directed by Gary Winick; it talk about a young girl , Sofie, who came 
in Italy with his boyfriend. While she is in Verona she decided to go in a place where some 
people which soffered for love leave their own letter to Juliet to be helped to do a better 
choice. Here Sofie finds a letter written long before by a woman to her lover. She decides to 
search to discover her lover she loved secretly for a long time. The searching of a man won’t 
be simple because he has a common name. Sofie, the woman and her grandson travel all over 
Tuscany. At the end they find him. Sofie understand that her boyfriend didn’t hear much his 
lack and during the travel she and the women grandson fell in love. At the end of the movie 
the woman and her love, Lorenzo , get married.  



Sophie is a young American who goes to Verona with her boyfriend for a romantic trip, which translates into a 
lonely holiday because he, the chef, is actually always busy between dairy farms, auction of fine wines and 
tasting of olive oil. Sophie visits Juliet's house and discovers a group of volunteers who each evening gathers 
dozens of love letters left under the famous to which the volunteers respond dispensing comfort and advice. 
Sophie is hidden behind a stone, a letter of the English teenager visiting Verona fifty years ago, fell in love She 
decides to go looking for her first love. They began their adventure and after several attempts they found the 
real Lorenzo. So sophie feels in live with clara's  grandson  and when he returns to England can not forget 
him.  So after a short time she was asked to attend the wedding and she agreed and during the wedding, the 
two declared love between him and her. 
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It’s hard not to respond emotionally to the big moments in Letters to Juliet,in spite of the fact that they’ve 
already been given away in the trailers.Letters to juliet is a romantic comedy that has a lot of romantic 
feeling.The setting is Verona,Italy-city where Romeo and Juliet first met.In Verona,there’s a woll where the 
lovelorn leaves notes,hoping that juliet will answer their inpuiries about leave.Sophie is a part of a team of 
volunteers who respond to the lettes.When Sophie answers a letter  from 1957,the woman wrote it 
decides to look for the one that got away.It is a perfect movie with a nice blend of romance and 
comedy.Vanessa Fedgrove abd the spectacular landscape of Tuesday are the main reasons that make this 
film worth seeing.Letters to juliet is an enchanting story about love,and the possibility of rekindling old 
flames,an emotional fim with superd acting by Amanda Seyfrid.We really like the content of the letter that 
Sophie wrote to Charlie.  



                                                    Letters To Juliet 
“Letters To Juliet” is a  romantic drama movie directed by Gary Winick in 2010 with 
Amanda Seyfried as protagonist,named Sophie Hall. The love is seen in all its form: 
from the love for wine and food  of Victor, to that one for journalism and intense 
story of Sophie, through love in its purest and nostalgic form in Claire and that one 
repressed and kept in check in Charlie. The same love influences the choices of the 
characters in the movie and thanks to it they can choose their destiny even if it’s 
different from what they expected. The Victor and Sophie’s pre-honeymoon in 
Verona is the turning point of the story and the meeting with the “secretaries of 
Juliet” is the beginning of an adventure totally dedicated to the most intense 
feelings. Sophie, tired of missing attention from Victor, chooses to try to help an 
English stranger responding to a letter of 1957 and when she becomes aware of 
what she immediately began traveling with the fascinating grandson Charlie to find 
her old love, Lorenzo Bartolini. At the first impact it may seem that Claire and his 
grandson are at the antipodes, since she is a nice sweet elderly still hopeful of 
finding her first love, while his grandson is pessimistic, cold and averse to this love 
journey but Sophie doesn’t matter boy’s behavior and chooses to help Claire, 
fascinated by her tenacity and her desire to find a guy known in 1957.  During the 
search for Lorenzo Bartolini, Victor continues to ignore Sophie and Charlie took 
advantage of this and slowly starts to better treat the grandmother and the young 
journalist who, seeing herself ignored by her boyfriend always engaged in the 
auction of wines, approaching the charming English. After a multitude of research 
and failed attempts, Claire is finally able to find his old love who immediately 
recognizes her and decides to marry her. Succeeded in its purpose, Sophie returns 
to her hotel in Verona from neglectful boyfriend while Charlie is sad to think that he 
had wasted the opportunity of a lifetime not trying to ask Sophie to stay with him 
after a kiss; but the thought of seeing Charlie at the wedding of her grandmother, 
makes it clear to Sophie that now the feeling for victor was gone and that she was in 
love with the cold English. Arrived at the wedding Sophie sees Charlie and he, after a 
misunderstanding due to the name of her cousin, is finally able to declare to her 
that he loves her deeply. In conclusion we can say that Victor is a demonstration of 
how we understand the importance of someone only after you have lost him or her, 
Charlie is the one that you have to show what you feel and never have regrets and 
Claire and Sophie are proof of how true love conquers all if we never give up and 
continue to hope for something. 
                                                                                              Andrea Vitiello IV AS 
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